
GIVEN CHECKED

JULY  BRIDGECOURSE  
Pre Test, Remidial Teaching, Management 

of various supplementary activities

*Read for comprehension understand the 

main idia 

*Liston to the sounds around .

*Talk about to the inventions.

*Visit to grandmother’s house .

*Write a paragraph.

*Exclamatory , suffixes ,describing words .

*Read the appreciate the poem .

*Perform the poem .Complete the lines .

*Draw a picture.

*write a rhyming word.

*Reading the comprehension higher order 

skills.  

*Read and enjoy the  riddles.
*Listen and write the sentences.

*Story narration .

*Punctuation spelling .

*Articles : a ,an ,the 

*Read and appreciate. Act out the poem .

*Complete the summary spelling.

*Homophones.

*Word related to sympathy movement. 

*Read and make notes. Read and find 

answers.
*Recipes-giving instructions pronunciation 

vowel sounds.

 *Make notes draw a fiow chart . 

*Subject verb agreement . *Collocations

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

THE    

RAINBOW 

(poem)

1. LIGHT 

HOUSE 

2. THE 

SCHOLAR’S 

MOTHER 

TOUNGUE

SYMPATHY 

(poem)

3. HOW DO 

BEES  MAKE   

HONEY ?
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*Read and appreciate the theme and 

related to life 

*Listen  and answer the question.

*Naming words, describing words, and 

action words.
*Guess the story red silently for 

comprehension.

*Listen and extend the story. 

*Read aloud story  building.

*Dramatize the story .Dialogue practice

*Framing yes/no questions.

*Reading comprehension critical thinking, 

expressing personal views.

*Translate to home tongue .

* Describing words. making comparisons 

know a  word it’s meaning.

* To develop LSRW skills

*  Read and comprehended the text

*  Read and complete the web diagram

*  Paragraph writing – drafting and editing

* To appreciate the poem.

* To  develop rhyming words and describing 

skills.

* To   develop recitation skill.

* To develop LSRW skills

* Read for information

* Reading the comprehension higher order 

skills

* Listen to a description

* Use conjunctions- and , but

* To  appreciate the poem.

* To  develop love for planting flowering 

plants.

* To   develop recitation skill.

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
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IS 
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NOT 
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HOMEWORK

ALL THINGS  

BRIGHT AND 

BEAUTIFUL  

(poem)

5.  A Chat with 

a Grasshopper

6. Where there 

is a Will, There 

is a Way

The Way to 

Succeed

( poem)

KINDNESS    TO     

    ANIMALS. 

(poem)

4. THE KINGS 

MINISTERS

The Fly 

( poem)
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* To develop LSRW skills

*  Read and comprehened the main idea

* Listion to a news report

* Describe a person 

* Rearrange the sentences

* To appreciate  the poem.

* To  know the uses of boats.

* To  develop love towards craft work. 

* To   develop recitation skill.

* To develop LSRW skills

*  Read a personal letter  

*  Listen and identify the text  

* Contracted forms , dialogue practice

* To enable the students to write personal 

letters.

* To  develop the feeling of patriotism.

* To   appreciate poem .

* To   develop recitation skill.

Teacher’s sign                                                                                                                        Headmaster ‘s sign

FEBRUARY

MARCH

JANUARY

TEACHERS 

SIGN
HM SIGNMONTH

AVAILABLE 

PERIODS
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IS 
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A sonnet for 

my 

Incomparable 

Mother

7.  Neerja 

Bhanot: Brave 

in Life Brave in 

Death

8.  A Letter 

from Obama to 

His Daughters

My People 

(poem )

HOMEWORK
EVALUATIO

N DATE


